Something for all car guys to note.........
Lou finally decided to tie the knot with
his longtime girlfriend. One evening,
after the honeymoon, he was cleaning
one of his hot rods for an upcoming
show.
His wife was standing there at the
bench watching him. After a long period
of silence she finally speaks. "Honey,
I've just been thinking, now that we are
married maybe it's time you quit
spending all your time out here in the
garage and you probably should just
consider selling all
your cars along with
your gun collection.
Lou
gets
this
horrified look on his
face. She says, "Darling, what's wrong?"
"There for a minute you were starting
to sound like my ex-wife."
"Ex wife!”, she screams, "YOU
NEVER TOLD ME
YOU WERE
MARRIED BEFORE!!!!!!!"
Lou's reply: "I wasn't.........."
Steven Alexander Wright is an American stand-up comedian, actor,
writer, and Oscar-winning film producer. He is known for his distinctly
lethargic voice and slow, deadpan delivery of ironic, philosophical and
sometimes nonsense jokes, paraprosdokians, non sequiturs, anti-humor,
and one-liners with contrived situations! This month he has a birthday...
and to celebrate the DEVILer has decided to print
some of his material:
 "It's a small world, but I wouldn't want to paint it."
 "I got a new dog. He’s a paranoid retriever. He
brings back everything because he’s not sure what
I threw him."
 "Every morning I get up and make instant coffee
and I drink it so I have the energy to make real coffee."
 "Woke up this morning and folded my bed back into a couch.
Almost broke both my arms cause it’s not that kind of bed."
 "I went to a tourist information booth and said 'Tell me about some
people who were here last year.'"
 "I’ve been getting into astronomy so I installed a skylight. The
people who live above me are furious."
 "I broke a mirror in my house and I’m supposed to get seven years
bad luck, but my lawyer thinks he can get me five."
 "When I get real real bored I like to drive downtown and get a great
parking spot then sit in my car and count how many people ask me if
I’m leaving."
 "I spilled spot remover on my dog and now he’s gone."
 "I’m writing a book. I have the page numbers done; now I just have
to fill in the rest."
 "When we were driving over the border back into the United States,
they asked me if I had any firearms. I said what do you need?"
 "I went to a place to eat. It said 'breakfast at any time.' So I ordered
French Toast during the Renaissance."
If it weren't for marriage, men would go through life thinking they had
no faults at all.
Do you know what HTML stands for? It has
something to do with computers.
It stands for "Hyper Text Markup. It is a
language used on the web. A 2014 study found
that 11% of the population thought that HTML was some kind of
disease. Perhaps they were thinking of AIDS or HIV, or perhaps HTVD
(hypertensive vascular disease)?
God alone knows how I will survive another New Year.. But, so far so good!

Hey DEVILer... cholesterol kills more people than guns do…. I suggest
that they put a 7-day waiting period on Col. Sanders bucket of chicken!
Wallace W., New Castle, DE
Dear DEVILer, I was eating breakfast with my teen aged
granddaughter and I asked her, What special day is it today?"
She said, "It's U.S. Congressman's Day!"
She's smart as a whip, so I asked her "What does that mean?"
She said, "Its U.S. Congressman's Day is when they step out of the capital
building and see their shadow, we have 4 more years of crap."
You know, it hurts when hot coffee spurts out your nose. Alice W., Bridgeton, NJ

A woman walks into the downtown welfare office, trailed by15 kids...
'WOW,' the social worker exclaims,' are they ALL Yours?'
'Yep they are all mine,' the flustered momma sighs, having heard that
question a thousand times before. She says,
'Sit down Leroy.'
All the children rush to find seats.
'Well,' says the social worker, 'then you must be here
to sign up. I'll need all your children's names.'
'This one's my oldest - he is Leroy.'
'OK, and who's next?'
'Well, this one he is Leroy, also.'
The social worker raises an eyebrow but continues. One by one,
through the oldest four, all boys, all named Leroy.
Then she is introduced to the eldest girl, named Leighroy!
'All right,' says the caseworker. 'I'm seeing a pattern here. Are they
ALL named Leroy?'
Their momma replied, 'Well, yes it makes it easier. When it is time to
get them out of bed and ready for school,
I yell, 'Leroy!' An' when it's time for dinner, I just yell 'Leroy!' an' they
all comes arunnin.' An' if I need to stop the kid who's running into the
street, I just yell 'Leroy' and all of them stop. It's the smartest idea I ever
had, namin' them all Leroy.'
The social worker thinks this over for a bit, then wrinkles her forehead
and says tentatively, 'But what if you just want ONE kid to come, and
not the whole bunch?'
'Well then I just call them by their last name.'
Malcomb T., Bridgeton, NJ

The new prisoner told his cellmate, "I won't be in here long."
The cellmate replied, "I don’t know about that... didn't
the judge give you six years?"
"Yeah, but I know my wife will break me out. She's
never let me finish a sentence yet!"

The SJ DEVILer: Aphorism: America is a country which produces citizens who will cross the ocean to fight for democracy but won't cross the street to vote.

